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IBM, Smarter Cities, 2013
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« An Interview with Marshall McLuhan »  
Playboy, Mars 1969. 
“The computer can be used to direct a 
network of global thermostats to pattern life 
in ways that will optimize human 
awareness” 
“Already, it’s technologically feasible to 
employ the computer to program societies 
in beneficial ways.”
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« The human use of human beings »  
Norbert Wiener,1950.
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«  4-node ARPANET diagram  » 
 Steve Crocker ?,1969.
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« The End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific Method Obsolete » 
Chris Anderson, Wired, 23 juin 2008. 
« The Petabyte Age is different because more is different » 
« With enough data, the numbers speak for themselves » 
« hypothesize, model, test is becoming obsolete » 
« Petabyte allow us to say : correlation is enough » 
« There is no reason to cling to our old ways. It’s time to ask : what can science learn 
from Google »
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« Big Data : A revolution that will transform 
how we live, work, and think »  
Viktor Mayer-Schönberger et Kenneth Cukier, 2013. 
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« Social Physics »  
Alex Pentland, janvier 2014.
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Ginsberg, Jeremy et al. 2008. “Detecting influenza epidemics using search engine query data.” Nature 457(7232): 1012–1014.
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David Lazer, et al. 2014, The Parable of Google Flu: Traps in Big Data Analysis, Science 343(6176): 1203-1205.  
«  Instead of focusing on a “big data revolution,” perhaps it is time we were focused on an 
“all data revolution,” where we recognize that the critical change in the world has been 
innovative analytics, using data from all traditional and new sources, and providing a 
deeper, clearer understanding of our world ». 
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Nassim Taleb, Antifragile, 2014
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Tyler Vigen, Spurious correlations, 2014
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González, Marta C, César A Hidalgo, and Albert-László Barabási. 2008. “Understanding individual human mobility patterns.” Nature 453(7196): 779–782.
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Purves et Edwardes, Inégale représentativité spatiale à gauche et sociale à droite, 2011 
GeographFlickr
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Open Street Map et Cloud Made, Lausanne - EPFL, 2008
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Lee Byron, Facebook Growing to 200 Million, 2008
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Boris Beaude et Ogier Maitre - L’ubiquité fracturée - 2014
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« Critical questions for Big Data »  
dana boyd & Kate Crawford, Information, Communication & Society, June 2012, pp. 662–679. 
« Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral » 
1. Big Data changes the definition of knowledge 
2. Claims to objectivity and accuracy are misleading 
3. Bigger data are not always better data 
4. Taken out of context, Big Data loses its meaning 
5. Just because it is accessible does not make it ethical 
6. Limited access to Big Data creates new digital divides 
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« Geography and the future of big data, big data and the future of geography »  
Mark Graham and Taylor Shelton, Dialogues in Human Geography November 2013. 
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« Big Data : Seizing opportunities, preserving values »  









 Big Data: 









BIG DATA: SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES,  PRESERVING VALUES  
Executive Office of the President 
  MAY 2014  
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« Big data: are we making a big mistake? »  
Tim Harford, Financial Times Magazine, March 28, 2014. 
- N=all doesn’t exist 
- Sampling error & Sampling biais 
- Correlations are not causation 
- We are not studying a stable environment
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« Code and other laws of cyberspace » 
Lawrence Lessig,1999.
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Michel Foucault, 1975 Jean-Gabriel Ganscia, 2009 
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« Les cibles de pouvoir ont glissé sur les prises de l’advenir… 
C’est notre dimension de potentialité qui est visée et non notre dimension d’actualité ! »
Antoinette Rouvroy, « la politique des données personnelles », Lyon, 2013
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Internet 
Technologie de la communication
Ville 
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Explicities, Boris Beaude et Nicolas Nova, EPFL-HEAD, 2011
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Digital Footprints
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Fabien Girardin / 2006 / Barcelone / Tourist Density
Digital Footprints
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Eric Fischer / 2010  / Paris / Locals and Tourists
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Reades, J et al. 2007. “Cellular Census: Explorations in Urban Data Collection.” IEEE Pervasive Computing 6(3): 30–38. 
Digital Footprints
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Skyhook / 2011 / San Francisco / SpotRank 
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Digital Footprints
Skyhook / 2011 / San Francisco / SpotRank 
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Digital Footprints
Senseable City Lab, MIT, Redrawing the map of Great Britain from a network of human interactions, 2010
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Digital Footprints
Aaron Straup Cope, The Shape of Alpha, Flickr,  2008
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Digital Footprints
Eric Fischer, Language communities of Twitter, 2011
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Hubcab, senseable city lab, 2014
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- L’expression individuelle 
- Pas de question a priori 
- Production continue 
- La fin des normes et des catégories ? 
- L’immanence du réel 
- L’illusion de la donnée 
- L’importance de la transduction
Digital Footprints
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Open Data
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Regional Plan Association - From, "Fragile Success: Taking Stock of the New York Metropolitan Region", Regional Plan Association - 2014 
Sources: U.S. Census LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics, OpenStreetMap, OpenTripPlanner, NJTPA Regional Transportation Model, NYMTC, 
GTFS Feeds: MTA, NJT, Port Authority, NYCDOT, NY Waterway, Westchester Beeline, Nassau Inter-County Express, Rockland County TZx, CT Transit
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Open Data
From criminality to its representation...          discretisation
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Home Oﬃce, Crime Mapping: Improving Performance, Perception de la criminalité par les oﬃciers de police, 2005 
Open Data
MySociety, Mapumental beta, 2010
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Open Data
MySociety, Mapumental beta, 2010
Basemap <- OpenStreetMap 
Public transport arriving at 9:00 <- Travelline du National Public Transport Data Repository 
House Prices <- Land Registry for England and Wales 
Scenicness <- ScenicOrNot
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Open Data
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205 827 photos 
1 349 343 votes 
6,55 votes en moyenne 
1 photo pour 1 km2
MySociety, Mapumental beta, 2010
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- Saisir le présent 
- Saisir le changement 
- Ne pas réduire le réel 
- L’intelligence n’est pas dans les données 
- Les données ne sont pas données 
- Rendre les villes plus lisibles 
- Actualiser les virtualités souhaitées 
- Développer une politique des virtualités
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Tinder 2014
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Tinder 2014
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Uber, 2014
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Actualiser les virtualités
Couchsurfing, 2014
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MonkeyParking, San Francisco, 2014
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